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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-139a     Log #CC802  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-152
1) Add Section 3.5 of the 2010 Record of Completion form.

2) Add Section 16.2 through 16.5 of the 2010 Record of Completion form.
1) The proposed System Record of Completion, Section 2 (Installation, Service, Testing and

Monitoring Information) provides space to document/identify a single Monitoring Organization and associated contact
info. However, the current language of section 26.5.3.2 (covering Remote Supervising Station Service) permits trouble
signals to be received at an approved location other than that at which alarm and supervisory signals are received. The
proposed form should be revised to restore the ability to document the arrangement permitted by par 26.5.3.2.

The proposed System Record of Completion, Section 2 (Installation, Service, Testing and Monitoring Information),
eliminates identification of the entity to which alarms are retransmitted and identification of the method of retransmission.
Language for all forms of Supervising Station Service requires that alarm signals be communicated to a communications
center or other location accepted by the AHJ. However, the specific method of retransmission is not prescribed.
Identification of the retransmission method on the Record of Completion documents information critical to expectations
and understanding between stake-holders.

In addition the means of transmission with respect to whether it involves Chapter 26 or Chapter 27 should be restored.
The proposed form should be revised to restore the ability to document the retransmission method arrangement from

NFPA 72-2010, Figure 10.18.2.1.1, Sec 3.5.
2) The proposed System Record of Completion, Section 14 (Certification & Approvals), eliminates provision of the

signature of system servicing contractor, supervising station, property or owners representative, and the authority having
jurisdiction.  This is important information that needs to be documented as part of the record of completion.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-341a     Log #453  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-460
Amend the accepted text to "Signals Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing

laws, codes, or standards, signals transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable devices or zone
identification consisting of no more than one device."

The revised text makes it clear that each device is to have a unique identifier.
By defining the location of the alarm activation, emergency forces and building personnel will be able to quickly identify

where resources and the type and number of resources should be sent. The IAFC, through this proposal as well as a
number of others, is attempting to reduce the number of unwanted alarms. A key component to this is to identify where
the alarm activation is originating from.

If the event is found not to be an actuation due to an emergency event, service personnel responding afterwards may
quickly go to the root cause and execute a resolution, hopefully eliminating additional unwanted activations from the
device.  Unique identification would also aid emergency forces in quickly responding to the point of the alarm. If the
activation is due to an emergency event the responders may be able to limit the amount of damage inflicted.

While conventional controls are still produced, the majority of systems that are installed today are addressable. For the
exact location of the alarm event to be transmitted to a supervising station, the head end control must be able to provide
the unique information.

The proposed change is inconsistent with the concept of zone identification which can
represent more than one device.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-341b     Log #CC801  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-338
Revise 26.1.2 to include Chapter 7.

1) The TC has reviewed proposed Chapter 7 as shown in the recommendation on Comment 72-338
and accepts the changes shown in the paragraphs annotated with (SIG-SSS).

2) The TC has added reference to Chapter 7 in 26.1.2 for correlation.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-342     Log #291  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-460
Revise text to read as follows:

26.1.2 Signals transmitted to a supervising station shall be by point ID.
26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or standards, signals

transmitted to a supervising station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.
Agree with committee’s actions where required by enforcement authorities.

The proposed change for 26.1.2 is too restrictive. A number of existing panels cannot provide
point ID. The language accepted in the committee action provides sufficient specificity.

The committee action on Comment 72-348a (Log #CC800) has modified 26.2.1 to be specific to alarm signals.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-343     Log #197  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-460
Revise the accepted language as follows:

26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the authority having jurisdiction enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or
standards, Signals transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.

This is alternative language to the SRFCDC’s comment that separates the 26.2.1 into a 26.2.1 and
26.2.1.1. The SRFDC prefers the language in the comment that separates out the two sections. However, it the TC does
not accept that language, it should still correct this term. It appears the appropriate term in this application should be
“authority having jurisdiction.”

The submitter's recommendation would remove the provision to address governing laws,
codes or standards which are the standard provisions used when addressing "where required ... " provision.  The
change would ignore these important enabling provisions. The AHJ is still addressed by the words "enforcing authority."
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-344     Log #198  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-460
Delete the accepted language:

26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or standards, Signals
transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.

The Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee has submitted three comments to proposal
72-460. However, they are intended to ask the technical committee to address the core concern of adopting multiple
levels of safety in document and not establishing a minimum level of safety. The preference of the SRFCDC is for the
TC to adopt the SRFCDC Comment #1 to 72-460. However, this comment is provided to indicate a significant concern
with the current wording as accepted in the proposal.

The technical committee is requested to set a minimum standard and not create a code provision where it is unclear
after its reading as to what a designer, contractor, supervising station or AHJ must provide in order to be in compliance
with the code.

As indicated in numerous proposal justifications by the TC and in section 1.2.3, NFPA 72 “establishes minimum
required levels of performance.” No technical justification has been provided to indicate why transmission by
addressable device or zone is a required minimum performance level in one jurisdiction but is not as a required
minimum level of performance in another jurisdiction. Granting the enforcing authority blanket discretionary authority to
pick and choose design options is not appropriate for a minimum code unless there is clear justification that the design
option has a unique quantifiable impact on the life safety within a building from one jurisdiction to another that would
warrant granting of that broad discretionary authority. That evidence does not exist.

In addition, the proposed approach in 26.2.1 appears to clearly conflict with the Manual of Style section 2.2.3.1 and
2.2.3.1 in that “Codes and standards shall state specific criteria that minimize the judgment required by the users” and
“Multiple levels of safety shall not be used in any code or standard.” The proposed language in 26.2.1 violates both
these MOS sections by: 1. Failing to state specific criteria that minimizes judgment by the users. (In fact, the proposed
language mandates judgment by the user in determine the level of code compliance.) and; 2. Allowing for multiple levels
of safety in that signals could be: A. Required to be retransmitted by addressable/zone identification or B. Not required
to be retransmitted by addressable/zone identification. Both of these differing approaches clearly provide differing levels
of safety.

It is important to note that adopting jurisdictions can amend the code when it is adopted at the state or local level.
Those amendments can make the model code more stringent or less stringent. Those local or state amendment
processes are the appropriate venue for addressing local or state concerns that may be unique from the model code.
(However, it is still difficult to understand what technical justification would warrant one jurisdiction to require
addressable device content transmission to a supervisory station and the neighboring jurisdiction would not.) Those
local concerns should not be addressed in the model code by the adoption of blanked discretionary enforcement
authority allowing an AHJ to set different protection levels without any technical guidance.

The  Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee encourages the TC to pick a minimum code position on
this issue and stand-by that position in that either all systems should require addressable and zone retransmission, no
systems should or a TC Comment should be developed with specific criteria utilized to determine which systems require
this level of service. Under no circumstances should this level of service be determined by the sole discretion of the AHJ
without any specific guidance or technical justification.

The changes made in Proposal 72-460 are beneficial to providing added information to the
responding fire department where the local fire department requests such identification.  Comment 72-348a (Log
#CC800) clarified that signals are only intended to be alarm signals.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-345     Log #199  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-460
Revise the accepted language as follows:

26.2.1 Signal Content. Where required by the enforcing authority, governing laws, codes or standards, Signals
transmitted to a supervisory station shall be by addressable device or zone identification.

26.2.1.1 When approved by the authority having jurisdiction, signals transmitted to a supervisory station shall not
require addressable device or zone identification.

As currently written, this code provision is unclear. Is it the TC’s intent that the enforcing authority can
specify transmission by addressable device and exclude zone identification? or; is the enforcing authority mandated to
accept addressable device transmission or zone identification as both being acceptable? If the TC is going to provide
the enforcing authority with this type of broad authority, then it needs to clarify the limits of that authority in the
application of the code.  The proposal above clarifies the original TC accepted language by making a requirement for
transmission by addressable device or zone identification (both being acceptable) and then allowing AHJ approval for
not utilizing those methods in specific installations. This addresses most of the SRFCDC’s blanket discretionary
concerns specified in the SRFCDC as this language provides a specified level of protection that is able to be modified
by the AHJ. It no longer provides for the blanket discretion of the currently accepted language. This language also
provides for better readability and more closely meets the submitter’s original intent.

It is the committee's intention to have this requirement as an opt-in and the proposed change
would make it an opt-out.  The "Where required..." language is inserted to provide the opt-in option for AHJs.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-346     Log #292  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-463
Revise text to read as follows:

Supervising stations shall be permitted to verify alarm signals prior to reporting them to the fire service except where
prohibited by the authority having jurisdiction, provided that the verification process does not delay the reporting by more
than 90 seconds 30 seconds.

We support the intent of the IAFC to reduce false dispatches by allowing a verification call.  However,
during an emergency when the supervising station commences their verification process, it is likely that the individuals
are already evacuating the premise.  With automation systems in place in supervising stations these verification calls
take but a few seconds.  In the event someone answers the phone it is likely that they are either aware of an emergency
or the lack thereof.  Allowing 90 seconds only delays emergency response and any additional calls to off-site persons
would be useless as they would not be aware of the condition at the premise at that time.

The committee accepts in principle the idea of alarm verification but does not accept the 30
second time period. The 90 second time period in the committee action on Comment 72-348 (Log #337) allows for an
acceptable length for alarms signals to be verified.  A period of 30 seconds is too short to allow verification.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-347     Log #334  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jack Parow, International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

72-463, 72-464, 72-598
(1) Reinstate 26.2.1 deleted by Proposal 72-462 and make the following changes:

. Except as permitted by 26.2.2 and 29.7.8.2, all fire alarm signals received by a
supervising station shall be immediately retransmitted to the communications center.

(2) Add new 26.2.2 and related annex material to read as follows:

For applications other than those addressed under the scope of 29.7.8.2, supervising station personnel shall
attempt to verify an alarm signals prior to reporting them to the communication center under the following conditions:

* Alarm signal verification is required by the responsible fire department for a specific protected premises
Documentation of the requirement for alarm signal verification is provided by the responsible fire department to the

supervising station.
* The verification process shall not exceed 90 seconds from the time the alarm signal is received at the supervising

station until the time that retransmission of the verified alarm signal is initiated
Verification of the alarm signal shall be received from authorized personnel at the protected premises.

* Verified signals shall immediately be retransmitted to the communications center and include information that the
signal was verified at the protected premises to be an emergency.

* Signals where verification is not conclusive shall immediately be retransmitted to the communications center.
Signals that are verified as nuisance alarms shall not be dispatched and are permitted to be handled in accordance

with Section 26.2.2.2
Signals not reported to the communications center shall be reported to the fire department in a manner

and at a frequency specified by the responsible fire department.
It is recognized that individual Fire Department will have preference on whether verification is used in

certain occupancies based on many variables such as department specific staffing or response protocols, occupancy
staffing, and occupancy risk. This section allows the fire authority to specifically select those occupancies where
verification is allowed.

When allowed by the Fire Department, the 90 second allowance for a supervising station to call the
protected premise to verify the validity of the received alarm signal is independent from the time allowed for the
supervising station to initiate the retransmission to the communication center.

It is important to notify the communication center that an alarm signal was verified and that fire
conditions exist at the protected premises or that some other type of an emergency exists. Fire departments typically
have a substantially larger response for confirmed structure

The submitted comment and new text material was developed by a small task group assembled to
reach a consensus on acceptable language allowing supervising station to verify alarm signals prior to dispatching
emergency response personnel. The task group members consisted of: David Lowrey - Boulder Fire Rescue, Art Black -
Carmel Fire Department, Steve Forester - Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue, Dan Finnegan – Siemens Industry, Dave
Klein – Las Vegas Fire and Rescue, Roger Reiswig – Simplex/Grinnell and Shawn Kelley – IAFC. Some of the
organizations that previously opposed the original proposal are in support of what has been submitted as a comment.
Those organizations include Fire Marshals Association of Colorado, Colorado State Fire Chiefs Association and the
Illinois Fire Inspector Association.

Original ROP material was submitted by IAFC in an effort to reduce the problem with false or nuisance alarms.
Although this material does not directly address the reason for a malfunction of the fire alarm system directly, it is
intended to allow the emergency response agency to make better use of their resources. The comment submitted is
written to better define the requirements for supervising stations to verify alarms signals by:

26.2.2.1: States that if allowed, it must be allowed by the Fire Department and the supervising station must attempt to
verify signal.

(2) Permission must be documented.
(3) Specifies 90 seconds is the maximum time allowed and annex has been added to clarify that this is independent of

the time “without unreasonable delay” allowed by the supervising station to retransmitted the signal to a communication
center.

(4) Clarifies, that if allowed, verification must be at the protected premise.
(5), (6) & (7) Clarifies those actions that must be taken by the supervising station.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
26.2.2.2: Gives the Fire Department the ability to monitor fire alarms and ensure that systems are in service and

repaired as needed.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).  The revised
text meets the intent of the submitter.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-348     Log #337  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David O. Lowrey, City of Boulder Fire Rescue

72-462, 72-463, 72-464
Add as follows:

(1) Reinstate 26.2.1 deleted by Proposal 72-462 and make the following changes:
Except as permitted by 26.2.2 and 29.7.8.2, all fire alarm signals received by a

supervising station shall be immediately retransmitted to the communications center.
(2) Add new 26.2.2 and related annex material to read as follows:

For applications other than those addressed under the scope of 29.7.8.2. supervising station personnel shall
attempt to verify alarm signals prior to reporting them to the communication center under the following conditions:

(1)* Alarm signal verification is required by the responsible fire department for a specific protected premises
(2) Documentation of the requirement for alarm signal verification is provided by the responsible fire department to the

supervising station.
(3)* The verification process does not take longer than 90 seconds from the time the alarm signal is received at the

supervising station until the time that retransmission of the verified alarm signal is initiated
(4) Verification of the alarm signal is received only from authorized personnel at the protected premises.
(5)* Verified signals are immediately retransmitted to the communications center and include information that the signal

was verified at the protected premises to be an emergency.
(6)* Signals where verification is not conclusive are immediately retransmitted to the communications center.
(7) Signals that are verified as nuisance alarms are not dispatched and are handled in accordance with Section

26.2.2.2
Signals not reported to the communications center shall be reported to the fire department in a manner and

at a frequency specified by the responsible fire department.
It is recognized that individual Fire Departments will have preference on whether verification is used in

certain occupancies based on many variables such as department specific staffing or response protocols. occupancy
staffing, and occupancy risk. This section allows the fire authority to specifically select those occupancies where
verification is allowed.

When allowed by the Fire Department, the 90 second allowance for a supervising station to call the
protected premise to verify the validity of the received alarm signal is independent from the time allowed for the
supervising station to initiate the retransmission to the communication center.

It is important to notify the communication center that an alarm signal was verified and that fire
conditions exist at the protected premises or that some other type of an emergency exists. Fire departments typically
have a substantially larger response for confirmed structure fires.

If an alarm signal cannot be reliably confirmed as a nuisance alarm, then it should still be immediately
retransmitted. This may include situations where no contact is made at the premises, or where the persons at the
premises cannot verify the source of the alarm within the allowable 90 seconds, or other related scenarios.

When verification of a fire alarm signal results in a signal not being reported to the communications center,
it is important that Fire Department personnel be made aware of the alarm and the reason for nondispatch so that
problematic systems can be identified.

The submitted comment and new text material was developed by a small task group assembled to
reach a consensus on acceptable language allowing supervising station to verify alarm signals prior to dispatching
emergency response personnel. The task group members consisted of: David Lowrey - Boulder Fire Rescue, Art Black -
Carmel Fire Department, Steve Forester - Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue, Dan Finnegan - Siemens Industry, Dave
Klein - Las Vegas Fire and Rescue, Roger Reiswig - Simplex/Grinnell and Shawn Kelley - IAFC, George Michehl -
Illinois Fire Inspectors Association. Some of the organizations that previously opposed the original proposal are in
support of what
has been submitted as a comment. Those organizations include Fire Marshals Association of Colorado, Colorado State
: Fire Chiefs Association, Illinois Fire Chiefs Association and the Illinois Fire Inspector Association.

Original ROP material was submitted by IAFC in an effort to reduce the problem with false or nuisance alarms.
Although this material does not directly address the reason for a malfunction of the fire alarm system directly, it is
intended to allow the emergency response agency to make better use of their resources. The comment submitted is
written to better define the requirements for supervising stations to verify alarms signals by:
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
26.2.2.1: States that if allowed, it must be allowed by the Fire Department and the supervising station must attempt to

verify signal.
(2) Permission must be documented.
(3) Specifies 90 seconds is the maximum time allowed and annex has been added to clarify that this is independent of

the time "without unreasonable delay" allowed by the supervising station to retransmitted the signal to a communication
center.

(4) Clarifies, that if allowed, verification must be at the protected premise.
(5), (6) & (7) Clarifies those actions that must be taken by the supervising station.
26.2.2.2: Gives the Fire Department the ability to monitor fire alarms and ensure that systems are in service and

repaired as needed.

1) Accept the submitter's recommendation (1)
2) Revise the submitter's recommendation (2) as follows:
Add new 26.2.2, 26.2.3 and related annex material as follows (changes are shown relative to the submitter’s

recommendation):

Where required by the responsible fire department, the supervising station shall immediately notify the
communications center that a fire alarm signal has been received and verification is in process.

Verification shall meet the requirements of 26.2.3.

For applications other than those addressed under the scope of 29.7.8.2. supervising station personnel shall
attempt to verify alarm signals prior to reporting them to the communication center under the following conditions: where
all the following conditions exist:
(1)* Alarm signal verification is required by the responsible fire department for a specific protected premises.
(2) Documentation of the requirement for alarm signal verification is provided by the responsible fire department to the
supervising station and the protected premises.
(3) If the requirement for verification changes, the responsible fire department shall notify the supervising station and the
protected premises.
(34)* The verification process does not take longer than 90 seconds from the time the alarm signal is received at the
supervising station until the time that retransmission of the verified alarm signal is initiated.
(45) Verification of the alarm signal is received only from authorized personnel within at the protected premises.
(56)* Verified alarm signals are immediately retransmitted to the communications center and include information that the
signal was verified at the protected premises to be an emergency.
(67)* Alarm Ssignals where verification is not conclusive are immediately retransmitted to the communications center.
(78) Alarm Ssignals that are verified as nuisance alarms are not dispatched and are handled in accordance with Section
26.2.32.2

Alarm Ssignals not reported to the communications center shall be reported to the responsible fire
department in a manner and at a frequency specified by the responsible fire department.

It is recognized that individual Fire Departments will have preference on whether verification is used in
certain occupancies based on many variables such as department specific staffing or response protocols, occupancy
staffing, and occupancy risk. This section allows the fire authority to specifically select those occupancies where
verification is allowed.

) When allowed by the responsible fire department, The 90 second allowance for a supervising station to
call the protected premise to verify the validity of the received alarm signal is independent from the time allowed for the
supervising station to initiate the retransmission to the communication center.

It is important to notify the communication center that an alarm signal was verified and that fire
conditions exist at the protected premises or that some other type of an emergency exists. Fire departments typically
have a substantially larger response for confirmed structure fires.

If an alarm signal cannot be reliably confirmed as a nuisance alarm, then it should still be immediately
retransmitted. This might may include situations where no contact is made within at the premises, or where the persons
within at the premises cannot verify the source of the alarm within the allowable 90 seconds, or other related scenarios.

When verification of a fire alarm signal results in a signal not being reported to the communications center,
it is important that Fire Department personnel be made aware of the alarm and the reason for nondispatch so that
problematic systems can be identified.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2012 NFPA 72
Editorial changes were made to provide clarity. In addition a new paragraph was added to

require a supervising station to immediately alert the communications center of a received fire alarm prior to alarm signal
verification.  The added provision provides the necessary redundancy in reporting and allows the fire service to prepare
for dispatch.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-348a     Log #CC800  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-460
Revise the committee action on Proposal 72-460 to add the word "Alarm" before the word "Signal"

in the title and the word "alarm" in the body of the requirement before the word "signals."
The word "alarm" is added to clarify that only alarm signals are intended to be transmitted by point or

zone identification.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-349     Log #200  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-463
Revise to read:

26.2.1.1 Supervising stations shall verify alarm signals prior to report them to the fire service, provided that the
verification process does not delay the reporting by more than 90 seconds.

26.2.1.1.1 Verification of alarm signals shall not be permitted for signals generated by a fire sprinkler flow switch.
26.2.1.1.2 Verification of alarm signals shall not permitted when multiple alarm signals are received at the supervising

station.
26.2.1.1.3 When conducting verification, the supervising station shall confirm that:
(a) The contacted individual is present in the building where the alarm condition is occurring and;
(b) The contacted individual is present at the exact location or has contact with a person present at the initiating device

and;
(c) The contacted individual is an authorized representative of the owner or tenant and;
(d) The contacted individual visually confirms that there is no emergency at the location of the alarm activation.
26.2.1.1.4 When the conditions specified in 26.2.1.1.3 are not satisfied, the supervising station shall immediately

transmit the alarm to the fire department.
This proposal addresses many of the concerns that are present in the original proposal 72-463 and

addressed in the SRFCDC’s comment to reject the original proposal. This revised comment:
1. Eliminates the discretionary issue that is contrary to the Manual of Style.
2. Eliminates the multiple level of safety issue that is contrary to the Manual of Style.
3. Provides quantifiable code language is consistently enforceable.
4. Ensures some basic controls are put in place on the capability and response of those contacted on the premises.
5. Ensures that the multiple alarms and water flow indicators are transmitted immediately. Multiple alarms indicate a

greater possibility of a fire condition. A water flow condition is more difficult to investigate and cannot be verified within
90 seconds since it may be over a very large area or over multiple stories.

The proposed recommendation would not apply to certain signals and handling of specific
alarm conditions is best addressed by the responding fire department. The verification process needs to be an "opt-in"
by the fire department.  The submitter's language makes the process mandatory for the majority of alarm signals
received.
Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #CC800).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-349a     Log #454  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-463
Modify the original proposal to "Where permitted by the authority having jurisdiction. Ssupervisory

stations shall...(remaining submitted text is not modified.)
This revised text provides for an "Opt In" by the authority having jurisdiction to allow alarm verification.

As stated in the original proposal by the IAFC, this would be another tool to be used to decrease the number of
unwanted alarms.

The committee accepts in principle the concept introduced.  Refer to the committee action and
statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-349b     Log #455  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-464
Accept the original propsoal.

If the revised language for an "Opt In" provision is accepted through Proposal 72-473 Log #211, then
the original language submitted by the IAFC for this proposal should be accepted.

The text makes it clear that if alarm verification is used, the retransmission must occur after the ninety second alarm
verification period has expired.

The committee accepts in principle the concept introduced.  Refer to the committee action and
statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #347).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-350     Log #293  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-466
Revise text to read as follows:

26.2.3
26.2.3.1 Effective January 1, 2013 all signaling systems transmitting to a supervising station shall send restoral signals

for conditions that have returned to normal.
26.2.3.2 Effective January 1, 2014 Any signal received by the supervising station that has not restored to normal

within 24 hours shall be reprocessed as a new signal.
Section 26.2.3.2  addresses problem systems. The retransmission of a non restored signal should

force both the installing company and the premise owner to make timely corrective actions. Many systems today remain
in a silenced trouble state while renovations are occurring. Non-response to make corrective actions will lead to higher
dispatch rates.

Agree with the submitter on both sections of the proposals.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-352 (Log #250) which meets the
intent of the submitter.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-351     Log #74  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-466a
The TCC advises that the proposed action includes changes that are not identified by legislative

text.   The words “in signals” currently exist in 26.2.3.1 but do not appear in the proposed change.  The TCC directs the
committee to clarify the action on this proposal with respect to the missing text.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

In the recommendation of Proposal 72-466a, insert the words "in signals" between the words "results" and "from."
The committee accepts the direction of the TCC  to reconsider.  The TC has clarified its

action.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-352     Log #250  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert P. Schifiliti, R. P. Schifiliti Associates, Inc.

72-466
Add new 26.2.3.2 to read as follows:

26.2.3.2 Effective January 1, 2014 Any signal received by the supervising station that has not restored to normal within
24 hours shall be flagged and shall result in the responsible parties being contacted and informed of the discrepancy.

The TC rejected the original text as it required “reprocessing” of the signal, and could then result in
re-dispatch in the case of the alarm This revised text attempts to make it a “reminder” signal.

Add new 26.2.3.2 and A.26.2.3.2 to read as follows:
26.2.3.2* Effective January 1, 2014, Aany signal received by the supervising station that has not restored to normal

condition within 24 hours of initial receipt, and every 24 hours thereafter until restored, shall be redisplayed to an
operator as a non-restored signal flagged and shall be reported to the subscriber result in the responsible parties being
contacted and informed of the discrepancy.

A.26.2.3.2  Scheduled impairments include interruptions caused by construction or building damage.  In addition natural
disasters can result in long term system impairments that are not intended to require 24-hour reminders.

The revised text more precisely prescribed the intended requirement.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-353     Log #138  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-461
Revise text to read as follows:

26.2.5 Supervising Station Signal Processing Equipment. Signal processing equipment located at the supervising
station, listed to ANSI / UL 60950, used for computer-aided alarm and supervisory signal processing shall not be
required to comply with 10.14.1 provided it is installed and operated within a controlled environment conforming to ANSI
/ UL1981 Second Edition, Central-Station Automation Systems and shall meet the following Supervising Station
Equipment Voltage, Temperature and Humidity Variation. Equipment shall be designed so that it is capable of
performing its intended functions under the following conditions:

(1)*At 85 percent and at 110 percent of the nameplate primary (main) and secondary (standby) input voltage(s)
(2) At ambient temperatures of +13°C (55°F) and 35°C (95°F)
(3) At a relative humidity of 70 percent and an ambient temperature of 30°C (86°F)

NEMA recommends that the present voltage requirement remain as is (120VAC +10/-15%), as this is
standard tolerance of AC voltage in many industries including ours.  The temperature range requirements can be
relaxed from [ 0°C (32°F) to +49°C (120°F) ]  to  [ +13°C (55°F) to +35°C (95°F) ] as this would allow many but not all
computers to operate in this environment.   This would match what is currently documented in UL864 9th edition, Section
65.  We recommend supporting a reduced humidity requirement that UL currently waives if you meet their definition of
controlled environment.  Humidity could be waived if the definition of controlled environment is defined somewhere as I
could fine no reference to state what the highest humidity can be in a “controlled environment”.

Revise the committee action on Proposal 72-461 as follows:
26.2.5 Supervising Station Signal Processing Equipment.  Signal processing equipment located at the supervising

station, listed to ANSI / UL60950, used for computer-aided alarm and supervisory signal processing shall not be
required to comply with 10.14.1 provided it is installed and operated conforming to ANSI / UL1981 Second Edition,
Central Station Automation Systems, within an controlled environment conforming to ANSI / UL1981 Second Edition,
Central Station Automation Systems. that is maintained at a level within the temperature, humidity, and voltage rating
range of the equipment, and the equipment manufacturer's published instructions are available for examination.

The parameters provided in the submitter's recommendation are common to off-the-shelf
computer equipment. The submitter's suggested parameters are specified elsewhere within UL standards.  The revised
text better address the description of a controlled environment, which is described in the manufacturer's published
instructions.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-354     Log #347  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas J. Parrish, Telegian Corp.

72-469
Accept the original proposal and revise text as follows:

26.3.2* Service Scope. Section 26.3 shall apply to central station service, which consists of the following elements:
(1) Installation of alarm transmitters
(2) Alarm, guard, supervisory, and trouble signal monitoring
(3) Retransmission
(4) Associated record keeping and reporting
(5) Testing and maintenance
(6) Runner service

In the rejection of the proposal  the committee stated this situation already is permitted.  It is not already
permitted as the Certificate holder is required to sub contract the work not allowing the owner the option to utilize either
an independent third party or to self perform the testing and inspections with their own qualified personnel. The Marriott
Corporation would be a prime example of an Owner that has qualified personnel but due to the requirements of the
central station service currently in the code this is not allowed.  (This statement is based on a trade publication article
published in the past 12 months)  I also understand that the listing agencies hold the Certificate issuer to these current
requirements but my I remind the committee that these same NTLs must conform to this code, and that they are fully
aware that it changes every 3 years.  The attitude that the NTL’s require this must be broken, they are required to follow
the CODE they can write anything they want into their individual requirements but the CODE is not to be based on these
requirements.

The committee reaffirms its original statement for rejection.  The submitter substantiation is
incorrect. The current provisions in 26.3.3(2) do permit the prime contractor to subcontract testing and maintenance
service back to owner, or any other entity, provided the personnel performing the service are qualified to do so.

The committee notes that the "substantiation" shown in the submitter's recommendation is the original substantiation in
Proposal 72-469.  The submitter's comment substantiation is separate.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-355     Log #349  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas J. Parrish, Telegian Corp.

72-470
Accept the original proposal.

Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
Contract Requirements. The central station service elements shall be provided under contract to a subscriber

by one of the following:
(1) A listed central station that provides all the elements of central station service with its own facilities and personnel.
(2) A listed central station that provides, as a minimum, the signal monitoring, retransmission, and associated record

keeping and reporting with its own facilities and personnel and shall be permitted to subcontract all or any part of the
installation, testing, and maintenance and runner service.

(3) A listed alarm service-local company that provides the installation, testing, and maintenance with its own facilities
and personnel and that subcontracts the monitoring, retransmission, and associated record keeping and reporting to a
listed central station. The required runner service shall be provided by the listed alarm service-local company with its
own personnel or the listed central station with its own personnel.

(4) A listed central station that provides the installation, testing, and maintenance with its own facilities and personnel
and that subcontracts the monitoring, retransmission, and associated record keeping and reporting to another listed
central station. The required runner service shall be provided by either central station

(5) A listed central station that provides all of the services in any configuration allowed by the previous sections (1-4)
but allows the Building Owner to directly contract for inspection and testing services to an independent third party that
meets the requirements similar to section 10.18.2.4 which has verified the compliant installation of the system and
provided documentation of such to the prime contractor directly.

Substantiation: The requirements for the owner to properly maintain the building fire protection systems have been
clearly stated in numerous building and fire codes. It is also stated in section 14.2.2.1 of this document. There are
numerous facilities that have qualified personnel on staff or that can be retained by contractual means, (as required by
section 14.2.2) that could provide the required testing and inspection services. With the adoption of central station
system requirements by numerous jurisdictions the requirements of 26.3.2 are excessive in requiring the owner, who is
already responsible for inspection testing and maintenance per 14.2.2.1 to utilize the same contractor that
provides the monitoring services to also be required to provide the inspection and testing services. This allows the
certificate owner to hold the building owner in a contractual situation that could meet the burden of proof for a restriction
of the free trade court case. I propose allowing the test and inspections to be provided by an independent third party,
who is not involved in the service or maintenance of the system similar to the requirements of 10.18.2.4, thus,i allowing
a true third party verification, with the properly
completed documentation required by section 14.6.2 of this document being forwarded to the certificate issuing prime
contractor. The prime contractor would still receive all of the signals and would be able to confirm receipt of those
signals as well as satisfy the record keeping and documentation section of the requirements.

Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The accountability of the subcontractor to the prime contractor is of paramount importance. The

prime contractor is responsible to the listing agency for all six elements of central station service.
In the rejection the committee stated “The accountability of the subcontractor to the prime contractor is

of paramount importance. The prime contractor is responsible to
the listing agency for all six elements of central station service.”  The listing agency can hold the contractor to whatever
they would like.  Currently they hold the contractor to these standards due to this very requirement but as I have stated
on earlier comments, I also understand that the listing agencies hold the Certificate issuer to these current requirements
but my I remind the committee that these same NTLs must conform to this code, and that they are fully aware that it
changes every 3 years.  The attitude that the NTL’s require this must be broken, they are required to follow the CODE
they can write anything they want into their individual requirements but the CODE is not to be based on these
requirements. The Certificate holder is required to sub contract the work not allowing the owner the option to utilize
either an independent third party or to self perform the testing and inspections with their own qualified personnel.  The
Marriott Corporation would be a prime example of an Owner that has qualified personnel but due to the requirements of
the central station service currently in the code this is not allowed.  (This statement is based on a trade publication
article published in the past 12 months)  I feel that there are situations that the person who is legally responsible for
testing and inspection his systems actually be allowed to conduct this in a manner that allows him to survive in these
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tough economic times.  I am not asking for a requirement for testing and inspections to be dropped or be downgraded at
all but to allow a qualified party (as defined by NFPA 72) to conduct these tests and inspections.  I find it very hard to
believe that every certificated system is visited Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-Annually and Annually as required by
NFPA 72 Table 14.4.5.  Since the Central station is the only one that can conduct these tests and inspections they shall
be responsible to comply with all of the requirements of the code.

The committee reaffirms its original statement for rejection.  The submitter substantiation is
incorrect. The current provisions in 26.3.3(2) do permit the prime contractor to subcontract testing and maintenance
service back to owner, or any other entity, provided the personnel performing the service are qualified to do so.
Therefore the proposed addition is inappropriate.

The committee notes that the "substantiation" shown in the submitter's recommendation is the original substantiation in
Proposal 72-470.  The submitter's comment substantiation is separate.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-356     Log #201  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

72-472
Reconsider the original proposal to add a new section to read as follows:

All organizations used to evaluate and list supervising stations and
prime contractors shall meet section
26.3.4.9.

The listing organization shall provide upon request of the
authority(ies) having jurisdiction, the qualification of each audit staff member used to evaluate the supervising station
and the prime contractor.

Each listing organization shall provide auditing services with its own
facilities and personnel. Auditing staff shall have a minimum of 2 years of alarm monitoring and alarm system audit
experience and a minimum level II certified by a nationally recognized certification organization acceptable to the
authority(ies) having jurisdiction in Fire Alarm Systems. Any listing organization audit trainees shall work under direct
supervision with a listing organization senior audit staff as noted herein.

The auditing organization shall maintain a combined 15 years of
alarm monitoring audit industry experience from the audit staff to maintain the needed competency to make compliance
decisions.

A listing organization shall conduct independent listing evaluations. On-site audits
of every prime contractor and supervising station shall be conducted each calendar year. The listing organization shall
produce an audit report from each on-site audit and when required by the authority(ies) having jurisdiction, will make
these reports available for review. Staff of the listing organization meeting 26.3.2.9.1.1, shall conduct the evaluation and
on-site audits.

A listing organization shall conduct independent
evaluations and on-site audits of a sampling of central station service protected properties issued by the primary
contactor each calendar year. These audits shall be coordinated through the prime contractor, authority(ies) having
jurisdiction (where required) and listing organization prior to the start of the audit.

When required by the authority(ies) having jurisdiction, a listing
organization shall provide copies of all audits of prime contractors or supervising station.

A listing organization shall provide notification of
expiration, cancellation or withdrawal of a listing, or protected property certification documentation to the authority(ies)
having jurisdiction named on the documentation a

A listing organization shall provide the services outlined in 26.3.4.9.4.
Listing organization shall provide a central repository of issued

certification documents that is accessible at anytime to authority(ies) having jurisdiction. The Listing organization shall
also provide copies of certification documentation in a format and frequency acceptable to the authority(ies) having
jurisdiction.

Listing organizations shall provide a method to receive reports and
process field complaints from authority(ies) having jurisdiction, insurers, and other stakeholders.

A listing organization shall provide written technical
interpretations based on the listing organization audit documents and listing organizations procedures that are based on
the applicable technical requirements.

We believe that this issue is a 72 issue and the committee has not told us why it is not a 72 scope
issue. Further clarification is needed as to why it is not included within the scope.  72 covers central stations.

The committee reaffirms it original statement for rejection.  The scope of NFPA 72 is clearly
shown in 1.1.1 and does not include regulation of listing organizations.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-356a     Log #456  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-473
Accept the original proposal.

A comment to proposal 72-463. Log #212 has been submitted to provide a "Opt In" provision for alarm
verification. If the language for a "Opt In" is accepted then the original 72-473 proposal is valid for 26.2.1.1.  A comment
to accept the original proposal for 26.2.1.2, 72-464, Log #213 has also been Submitted which would also be valid if an
"Opt In" provision is accepted.

Revise 26.3.7.1.2 (1) as follows:
26.3.7.1.2 (1) Immediately Rretransmit the alarm to the communications center in accordance with 26.2.1.

The revised text provides the proper correlation with the new provisions as documented in the
committee action on Comment 72-348 (Log #347).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-357     Log #139  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

72-473b
Add text to read as follows:

26.3.7.6 Carbon Monoxide Alarm Signals. Upon receipt of a carbon monoxide alarm signal, the central station shall
perform the following actions:
(1)* Communicate immediately with the persons designated by the subscriber to ascertain whether an emergency
medical response is required.
(2) Where necessary notify the communications center that a carbon monoxide detector has actuated and an
emergency response is requested.
A.26.3.7.6(1) Carbon Monoxide detectors or alarms initiate a signal generally before an acute emergency exists. The
central station should determine whether a medical emergency exists prior to dispatching emergency personnel.

The proposal should have been accepted. The committee statement “Requirements for CO
applications are outside of the scope of NFPA 72” is not true. NFPA 72 chapter 26 receives the signals from a CO
system and therefore should have the requirements of how to handle these signals in chapter 26.

The committee reaffirms its original statement for rejection.  NFPA 720,
,  already deals with the receipt of CO signals at

communications centers and other supervising station locations.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-357a     Log #457  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-477
Accept the original proposal.

A comment to proposal 72-463, Log # 212 has been submitted to provide an "Opt In" provision for
alarm verification.  If the language for an "Opt In" is accepted, then the original 72-477 proposal is valid for 26.2.1.

A comment to accept the original proposal for 26.2.1.2, 72-464, Log 213 has also been submitted which would also be
valid if an "Opt In" provision is accepted.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-358     Log #434  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-479a
Vacate the acceptance of the rejection of 72-479.  Accept Proposal 72-479.

If NFPA 72® does not have jurisdiction, then who does?  I would contend that any governmental
agency that selects to monitor fire alarm and other life safety signals, needs at a minimum, follow the requirements for a
Remote Station. Does SIG-SSS contend that a governmental agency may use any rules that they so select, which may
be below the minimum Standard of Care that is required for all other providers of supervising station products? If the
public in some cases is to be required to have their signals monitored by a local fire department or fire protection district,
then the same public
should have the expectation that their systems are receiving the same level of care, and that the governmental
supervising station is of the same construction and staffing of a commercial supervising station.

The committee agrees in principle with the concept but notes that the current requirements for
facilities classifies facilities in three categories:  communication centers, fire stations and other governmental agencies,
and alternate locations. All three classification are currently subject to all code requirements for remote supervising
stations, including equipment and personnel.  No additional code language is required.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-359     Log #433  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-479
Accept the original proposal.

If NFPA 72® does not have jurisdiction, then who does?  I would contend that any governmental
agency that selects to monitor fire alarm and other life safety signals, needs at a minimum, follow the requirements for a
Remote Station. Does SIG-SSS contend that a governmental agency may use any rules that they so select, which may
be below the minimum Standard of Care that is required for all other providers of supervising station products? If the
public in some cases is to be required to have their signals monitored by a local fire department or fire protection district,
then the same public should have the expectation that their systems are receiving the same level of care, and that the
governmental supervising station is of the same construction and staffing of a commercial supervising station.

See committee action and statement on Comment 72-358 (Log #434).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-360     Log #86  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-479
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement and advises that the proposed change is

within the scope of the committee.  Requirements for performance, installation and operation of remote supervising
station alarm systems fall under 26.5 of NFPA 72 regardless of where the facility is located.  The facility may also fall
under the requirements of NFPA 1221 and if so the requirements of NFPA 1221 also apply.  If conflicts between the two
documents exist they should be identified and resolved.  The TCC directs the committee to reconsider the action on this
proposal.  (Refer to the committee action and statement on Proposal 72-480.)

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.  See the committee action and statement on
Comment 72-358 (Log #434).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-361     Log #435  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-480
Accept the original proposal.

The original proposal makes it clear that certain construction and staffing requirements for a
supervising station that is operated by a governmental agency must be followed.  The preset requirement for a remote
station is that they need only be approved by the AHJ.  If the AHJ is the operator of the supervising station, they should
not be permitted to have a lesser requirement than those within the private sector.

No additional code provisions are needed because the requirements for remote supervising
station apply in all cases including alternate locations.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-362     Log #436  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-480a
Vacate the acceptance of the rejection of 72-480.  Accept Proposal 72-480 as originally submitted.

The original proposal makes it clear that certain construction and staffing requirements for a
supervising station that is operated by a governmental agency must be followed.  The preset requirement for a remote
station is that they need only be approved by the AHJ.  If the AHJ is the operator of the supervising station, they should
not be permitted to have a lesser requirement than those within the private sector.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-361 (Log #435).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-362a     Log #CC803  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Supervising Station Fire Alarm and Signaling Systems,

72-477
Revise 26.5.5.1 as follows:

26.5.5.1 If the remote supervising station is at a location other than the communications center, alarm signals shall be
immediately retransmitted to the communications center in accordance with 26.2.1.

The revised text provides correlation with the committee action on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-363     Log #64  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property,

72-482
The TCC makes reference to the committee statement, advises that the proposed change is within

the scope of the committee and makes reference to the TCC Action on Proposal 72-479. The TCC directs the
committee to reconsider the action on this proposal.

This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee on Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

The committee accepts the direction of the TCC.  Refer to the committee action on Comment
72-364 (Log #437).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-364     Log #437  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Shane M. Clary, Bay Alarm Co., Inc.

72-482
Accept the original proposal.

The committee action is simply not correct. Why should a governmental agency be exempted from this
requirement?  Should not the owner of a protected property that may be required to be monitored by a governmental
agency expect to receive the same level of coverage as on that is monitored by the private sector?  The building should
expect to be notified when a supervisory or trouble signal is received, rather at some latter time when it may be
convenient for the governmental agency.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-365     Log #312  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Revise text to read as follows:

Modify 26.6.1 Exception as follows:

Add Annex material to this Exception as follows:
. These Communications Cloud services are those created by telephone lines, the Internet,

interconnected and mesh radio devices that are beyond the scope of this Code but provide communications services in
the modern environment.

This added text is necessary to recognize today’s communications environment.

The proposed modification of the exception does not comply with the Manual of Style and
introduces a conflict within the exception because the "cloud" is not generally considered to be under the control of the
protected premises owner.  The committee questioned the applicability of private one-way radio networks being included
in the communications cloud.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-366     Log #294  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-483a
Revise text to read as follows:

(6) Each DACT shall automatically initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated DACR at
least once every six twenty four hours. A successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same
six-twenty four hour period, shall fulfill the requirement to verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal
processing is automated so that six-twenty four deliquencies are individually acknowledged by supervising station
personnel.

The added requirement will increase traffic activity into the central stations, which will potentially raise
the cost of monitoring. Test signals are automated events that do not feed to an operator however missed events do
require an operator action. Missed timer tests require many calls to be made for notifications and often when a system
misses an timed event the resolution requires a site visit. This is creating unnecessary traffic into the central station and
potentially delaying priority service to other signals. A procedural plan implemented within the central station for missed
timer events is more effective solution than a bombardment of traffic activity.

Refer to the committee action and statement on Comment 72-365 (Log #312).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-367     Log #315  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483a
Modify and add text from the ROP as follows:

(6) Each The DACT shall automatically initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated
DACR at least once ever 6 24 hours. A successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same 6
24 hour period, shall fulfill the requirement to verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal processing
is automated so that 6 24 hour delinquencies are individually acknowledged by supervising station personnel.

When two DACTs are used in situations where two technologies are not available, each DACT shall automatically
initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated DACR at least once ever 6 hours. A
successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same 6 hour period, shall fulfill the requirement to
verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal processing is automated so that 6 hour delinquencies are
individually acknowledged by supervising station personnel.

Through action in proposal 72-483, DACT is planned to use only one phone line and a second form of
communications of another technology. This should greatly improve the likelihood of a successful transmission. The
submitter has provided no report, test, or indication that alarm communication has suffered from the current 24 hour test
requirement. DACT, unlike other technologies, does create measurable traffic in a supervising station and interferes with
the owners’ use of their phone lines. Quadrupling the test traffic ties up monitoring center resources (monitoring
personnel, telephone lines and receivers) with no measurable benefit to the performance of the system and interferes
with alarm traffic.

Additionally, as mentioned above, since two forms of technology are required, the second (alternate) technology will be
able to send a trouble signal to the supervising station over the alternate communications path, should the telephone
network, through which the DACT is connected, fail.

With proposal 72-483 that basically disallows the use of two DACTs, the only remaining use of two DACTs would be
the proposed exception to allow two DACTs when no other form of backup communications exists. The six hour test
sequence could be appropriate under that circumstance.

As mentioned above, the 6 hour supervisory rate will create multiple issues for supervising stations. The 24 hour
supervisory signals are usually transmitted in the middle of the night. Increasing that rate to 6 hours (4 per day) will take
many of these signals to business hours, interfering with the telephone system of the premises, creating discontent with
customers. Additionally no evidence has been presented that, while the DACT systems are less reliable than in the past,
the failure of DACT has ever created a failure to transmit a fire alarm.

In today's technology battery backup can only be assured up to 8 hours.  The use of 6 hours
allows the verification of the communications pathway before the backup power has depleted.  The use of 24 hour does
not support this.  In addition the added paragraph is already addressed within the same paragraph.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-368     Log #403  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard M. Simpson, Vector Security Inc.

72-483a
Reject original proposal and revise text as follows:

(6) Each DACT shall automatically initiate and complete a test signal transmission sequence to its associated DACR at
least once ever six- 24-hours. A successful signal transmission sequence of any other type, within the same six- 24-hour
period, shall fulfill the requirement to verify the integrity of the reporting system, provided that signal processing is
automated so that six- 24-hour deliquencies are individually acknowledged by supervising station personnel.

The added requirement will increase traffic activity into the central stations, which will potentially raise
the cost of monitoring. Test signals are automated events that do not feed to an operator however missed events do
require an operator action. Missed timer tests require many calls to be made for notifications and often when a system
misses an timed event the resolution requires a site visit. This is creating unnecessary traffic into the central station and
potentially delaying priority service to other signals. A procedural plan implemented within the central station for missed
timer events is more effective solution than a bombardment of traffic activity.

The submitter's revisions are not clear because both 6 hours and 24 hours are deleted in one
place and left in elsewhere.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-417     Log #310a  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

-
Add new text to read as follows:

Wireless E911 and Next-Generation 911 ("NG911") technologies allow communications centers (i.e. public safety
answering points) to receive 911 emergency calls from standard wireless phones and smart phone to determine the
geographic location and receive emergency text/date messages from such devices. The U.S. Congress and the Federal
Communications Commission ("FCC") recognized the efficacy of NG911 technology for helping hearing impaired
persons contact communications centers, and recognize the efficacy of NG911 technology for helping hearing impaired
persons contact communications centers, and recognize the same for other wireless 911-enabled alarm devices.

The FCC announced its "Framework for Next-Generation 911 Deployment," (76 FR 2297; FCC 10-200; 2011, January
13) with the goal of revising regulation 47 C.F.R. §20, "to enable the public to obtain [911] emergency assistance by
means of advanced communications technologies beyond traditional voice-centric devices." Therein is discussed
NG911 systems and devices, including the application of telemetry for relaying sensor data to a communications center.
The FCC identified specialized NG911 aplications including device-initiated services for emergency communications,
that envision a range of "automatically triggered devices" that could communicate directly with a communications center
including sensors (above), alarms, personal medical devices and telematics.

NG911 is rapidly proliferating technology that is changing 911 emergency reporting in the U.S.
Wireless 911-enabled smoke alarm devices have advantages in fire incidents, and overcome many existing
shortcomings of conventional smoke alarms. In many cases, building occupants calling 911 reporting a fire emergency
use either a conventional landline or cellular telephone. But often these telephones are located inside the dangerous
area that the occupant is attempting to evacuate. The main drawback is that an occupant who is attempting to use a
telephone, dialing 911, and waiting for a call connection, and verbally articulating the nature of the emergency and other
detailed information to a communications center dispatcher can increase the chances of injury and waste critical
evacuation and emergency response time. Moreover, vulnerable or high risk occupants may be substantially limited in
hearing an alarm sound, or in their ability to quickly locate a telephone, dial 911, and effectively communicate with a
communications center dispatcher during a life threatening fire emergency.

This comment is held for further study because it introduces a concept that has not had public
review in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2(a) of NFPA Regulations.
The TC recommends that future action on this material be directed to the SIG-HOU committee as it may have more to
do with single and multiple station alarms - See Comment 72-21 (Log #309).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-419     Log #145  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Thomas P. Hammerberg, Automatic Fire Alarm Association

72-12
In A.3.3.141, change text as follows:

(3) Change “b hours” to 4 hours
(4) Change “M hours” to 8 hours

It appears there was a typo in the original proposal. This comment will fix the language.

The code already provides the correct information in A.3.3.141.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-420     Log #272  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Howard Sanders, Electronic Security Association

72-12
Typographical error shows “b” hours of standby.

Typographical error shows “M” hours of standby.
These typos need to be corrected prior to final approval.

The code already provides the correct information in A.3.3.141.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447a     Log #464  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-597
Accept the original proposal.

A comment on Proposal 72-463, Log 212 with a modification for alarm verification to be an "Opt In."  If
that comment is accepted, Proposal 72-597 should be accepted.

The committee modified the provisions for alarm verification and included a thorough and
detailed consideration of many similar items.  The proposed additional annex material is not needed.  Refer to the
committee action and statement on Comment 72-348 (Log #337).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-447b     Log #465  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Steve Doyle, Central Station Alarm Assn. (CSAA)

72-598
Accept the original proposal.

A comment on Proposal 72-463, Log 212 with a modification for alarm verification to be an "Opt In."  If
that comment is accepted, proposal 72-598 should also be accepted.

Add new annex as follows:
A.26.2.1 The term immediately in this context is intended to mean “without unreasonable delay.”  Routine handling

should take a maximum of 90 seconds from receipt of an alarm signal.
The committee accepts in principle the relocation of the explanatory annex material to the

beginning of the chapter so that it applies to all types of supervising stations.  The committee does not accept the
reference to alarm verification and central supervising stations because the alarm verification is not part of the 90 sec
time and "central station" is too specific.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-448     Log #304  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jon Woodard, Seward, AK

-
Add new text to read as follows:

A.26.5.4.4 Other methods of  retransmission of an alarm signal may include transmitting an alarm data signal indicating
a fire emergency via an internet protocol-based computer network interface between a supervising station and a public
fire service communications center. This method can include emerging computer data networking technologies such as
the External Alarm Interface Information Exchange Packet Documentation (IEPD), which is a standard endorsed by the
American National Standards Institute and the Association of Public Communications Officials. IEPD reduces the
processing time of 911 calls by two to three minutes, reduces the number of voice-based calls, and reduces information
transfer errors between supervisory stations and communications centers.

In early 2009, the Association of Public Communications Officials ("APCO") and the American National
Standards Institute ("ANSI") adopted as a standard an alarm interface technology known as the External Alarm Interface
Information Exchange Packet Documentation ("IEPD").  From 2007 to 2009, Mr. Linwood "Bill" Hobgood, Jr., Systems
Development Leader for the Richmond Virginia, Department of Information Technology, developed IEPD. IEPD allows
providers of supervising station services to communicate via a computer network interface with a public safety
answering point ("PSAP") to send/receive fire, CO, and security alarm supervisory signal data.

The problems to be solved and benefits of IEPD in reporting CO and fire emergencies to a PSAP include:
(1) eliminating 2-3 minutes of processing time between supervising station and the PSAP call taker, which is critical in

fire and CO emergencies;
(2) reducing information transfer errors such as address errors, linguistic issues, which are common in verbal

exchanges between supervising station personnel and PSAP personnel;
(3) eliminates manual telephone calls from a supervisory station to a PSAP;
(4) IEPD or some variations are being implemented or considered by over 100 local/county/state jurisdictions.
In chapter 26, the retransmission of an alarm signal from a supervising station to communications center is governed

by a number of provisions within 26.3.6.1 (Equipment), 26.4.5 (Operations), 26.5 (Facilities) and the Annex thereto. A
number of these provisions, such as 26.4.5.4 are tied to other provisions including 26.3.6.1.6, and 26.5.4.4. Of these two
provisions, 26.5.4.4 presents a number of methods for retransmission of an alarm signal, which is referenced in section
26.4.5.4 Retransmission Means.

No annex explanatory material currently exists for 26.5.4.4, and as such should include a brief reference to this
IP-based computer data networking standard. Such a reference would not have the effect of modifying or otherwise
revising the provisions of NFPA 72, Chapter 26, but instead explains this emerging technology that is being adopted by
a growing number of jurisdictions that can increase the effectiveness (as shown above) of communication between
supervising stations and communications centers, and further save life and property from fire dangers.

Proposed TC and TCC action on Comment
This comment is similar to a comment submitted by the undersigned during the A2011 revision cycle for NFPA 720 to

revise 9.6.8.1, which received a "hold" by the TC (See, Report on Comments, p. 720-11; 720-5 Log #6 SIG-CAR). The
undersigned respectfully requests that this comment be accepted fully or in part or in principle by the TC or the TCC for
the following reasons:

a) the aforementioned comment to NFPA 720 (which is related to NFPA 72) presented an ample opportunity for public
review;

b) the concept of retransmission of an alarm signal between a supervisory station communications center via an
IP-based computer data network is a recognized technology;

c) the concept presented in this comment to NFPA 72 is inextricably intertwined with the concept presented in the
comment to NFPA 720;

d) the concept is an important advancement in this field of technology and vital to public safety.
Alternatively, the undersigned requests that a "hold" under 4.4.6.2.2(a) be placed on this comment, to be processed as

a proposal in the next revision cycle. Thank you for your consideration.

This comment is held for further study because it introduces a concept that has not had public
review in accordance with 4.4.6.2.2(a) of NFPA Regulations.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-449     Log #311  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Revise text to read as follows:

Move text of A.26.6.2.3 to Chapter 3 “Definitions” and insert it in its proper sequence:
. The area in the communication path that is supported by providers of communication

services in which signals travel between a protected property and a monitoring station. Depending on the type of
transmission that is used, signals may travel on a single defined route or through various routes depending on what is
available when the signal is initiated.

Replace text in  A.26.6.2.3 to that below:
The Communications Cloud is created by multiple telephone lines, multiple paths on the Internet, interconnected and

mesh radio devices.  Under these circumstances, the requirements of Chapter 10 and 14, as required by 26.1.2, do not
apply to devices comprising the Communications Cloud.

This definition was added to the Annex at the ROP but belongs in the Definitions chapter (chapter 3).
It is used in the new text  inserted in 26.6.1 Exception (proposed by separate comment).
The add text to the Annex further explains the concept of the Communications Cloud.

Revise the submitter's recommendation as follows:
Move text of A.26.6.2.3 to Chapter 3 “Definitions” and insert it in its proper sequence:
3.3.xx Communications Cloud. The area in the communication path that is supported by providers of communication

services not governed under the scope of NFPA 72 in which signals travel between a protected property and a
monitoring station. Depending on the type of transmission that is used, signals may travel on a single defined route or
through various routes depending on what is available when the signal is initiated.

Replace text in  A.26.6.2.3 to that below:
The Communications Cloud is created by multiple telephone lines, and multiple paths on the Internet., interconnected

and mesh radio devices.  Under these circumstances, the requirements of Chapter 10 and 14, as required by 26.1.2, do
not apply to devices comprising the Communications Cloud.

The committee has revised the text for clarity and consistency.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-450     Log #357  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lawrence J. Shudak, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

72-483
Add new text to read as follows:

A.26.6.3.1.5 – When considering a fire alarm system utilizing a single communication path to the supervising station,
consideration should be given to the risk exposure that results from the loss of that path for any period of time and for
any reason.  Some of these outages may be regular and predicable and others transitory.

The committee statement associated with the changes specifically identified the example of scheduled
outages as the reason for extending the permitted monitored time period.  It is appropriate to add annex material to alert
the inspection authority to this characteristic of today’s cable communication infrastructure.

Add annex material to 26.6.3.1.7 of the committee action on Proposal 72-483 as follows:
A.26.6.3.1.7 – When considering a fire alarm system utilizing a single communication path to the supervising station,

consideration should be given to the risk exposure that results from the loss of that path for any period of time and for
any reason.  Some of these outages can be regular and predicable and others transitory.

Changes are made to correct the location for the proposed text and replace "may" with "can."
The revised text meets the intent of the submitter.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-451     Log #314  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Insert added text from the ROP read as follows:

Originally the concept of Private One Way Radio was codified for a one way system requiring at least two
receiving towers or repeaters. Other similar systems have been developed that use this basic principle. Among them Is
the concept of the “mesh network” where a premises transmitter can access multiple nearby transmitters.

It is difficult to reliably test redundant paths on a mesh radio network without significant impact on the system and
considerable efforts of time and personnel.

A remedy is to have the mess network system equipment generate a report at the protected premises or supervising
station showing redundant pathways. Additionally, the mesh system equipment at the protected premises and at the
supervising station periodically determine the number of viable redundant paths and generate a trouble signal whenever
the number falls below two paths, as is required by 26.6.3.3.2, One Way Private Radio Systems.

These redundant paths are created by mesh transceivers utilized in fire alarm service together and simultaneous
with burglar alarm and other alarm services. The function of each of these transceivers is both to serve as a
transmission means for an installed fire alarm system and to act as repeaters for the rest of the network. This is the
nature of mesh networks. The totality of all the devices on the same radio frequency creates what can be described as a
“Communications Cloud.” This is analogous to the “cloud” created by multiple telephone lines or multiple paths on the
Internet and enhances the reliability of the system. Therefore, under these circumstances, the requirements of Chapter
10 and 14, as required by 26.1.2, do not apply for the repeating transceivers since they are considered to form the
“Communications Cloud.”

This added text is necessary to more adequately describe the nature of mesh technology in the Annex.

The committee questioned the applicability of private one-way radio networks being included
in the communications cloud.  The proposed additional annex material does not add any clarity.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
72-452     Log #313  SIG-SSS

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Louis T. Fiore, L. T. Fiore, Inc.

72-483
Modify  text from the ROP as follows:

To accommodate an increase in the demand for mobile wireless communications as well as introducing new services
over that same network, wireless voice communication no longer utilize dedicated connection to pass voice band
frequencies. Current ubiquitous methods such as 2G and 3G have established a new and different environment to
operate. In place of the voice
band, the voice conversation is converted into a stream of bits and packaged within data packets that conform to
messaging protocols, packets are addressed to a destination point, delivered into the network, received by the
destination point, and are converted back into an intelligible voice grade message. The message exchange through this
wireless data network is done through well known defined protocols such as “Global System for Mobile” communications
(GSM) for voice communications as well as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) for both voice and data and General
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) for mobile data services. These protocols have been developed to operate in an optimal
way for the intended application. For example, GSM is used to efficiently establish voice grade connections that deliver
an appropriate level of intelligible voice quality, but may not be good enough to pass tones that represent data. Data
transmission is better served by GPRS and CDMA where a connection into the wireless network is always available
without having to “dial”, and large amounts of data can be efficiently transmitted. However the data passed using GPRS
or CDMA is not that of coded tones such as DTMF (ContactID), but is computer type messages similar to Internet
Protocol.

When using Digital Cellular, a DACT may or may not be used. For example, the Digital Cellular device may be used to
backup the DACT or, if properly supervised, be used as a stand alone device.

If used, the DACT is connected to a Digital Cellular radio device that connects to the cellular network by means of an
antenna. The Digital Cellular radio device is constantly connecting to the wireless network and is always ready to
attempt to transmit to a destination address without having to “dial” a number. The radio device recognizes that the
alarm panel is attempting to place a call by the DACT’s “off-hook” signaling. The radio device accepts the DACT tone
signaling, converts it into a packetized data stream, and sends the packets into the wireless network for delivery to a
pre-assigned destination address.

The added text is required to mention CDMA, which is an alternate technology used by at least two
major cellular carriers, further explain the backup function of digital cellular and correct a small typo.

Modify the A.26.6.3.1 shown in the committee action on Proposal 72-483 under the heading "Digital Cellular" with the
changes shown in the submitter's recommendation - except the change the word "may" to "might" in four places.

The committee has clarified the intended location for this material and corrected the use of
"may" to comply with the NFPA Manual of Style.
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